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ABSTRACT

In the present paper, an attempt is made for generalizing the calculus

of variations in sucti a way that the end points are left without being

constrained, with the purpose of generating Sturm-Liouville differential

operators and the like, that are intrinsically self-adjoint. This approach

is not only different from the hermitization prescription, but also more

superior in view of the fact that self-adjointness is built in naturally. The

proposed generalization of the variational calculus provides an Euler-Lagrange

differential equation with a differential boundary term, that is responsible

for restoring se]f-adjointnoss. In this frame, functionals containing higher

order derivatives, and multi-dimensional dependent as well as independent

variables which may or may not be subjected to some integral constraints are

extremized. As a typical example, the Sturm-Liouville problem is considered,

in which intrinsic self adjointness is incorporated.
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it has been proved that the Sturm-Liouville differential operator of :

any arbitrary order is generally not intrinsically self adjoint (Morsy and

Ata, 1971 a,b). lie mam reason behind this fact is due to the presence of some

boundary valued terms in the course of extracting the adjoint. These boundary

terms generally do not vanish except under scrae special representations (Morsy and Ata, 1971a]

In this respect., hermit ization procedures (Morsy and Ana, 1971 a, b, 1975;

Horsy, 1986), have been introduced and employed for restoring intrinsic

self adjointness independently of the nature of the representation. However,

such prescription still remained as an artificial procedure.

Tn this paper, an alternative approach is developed for the purpose

of generating Sturm-Liouvilie differential operators that are intrinsically

self adjoint. This can be accomplished by employing the calculus of variations

(Morsy and Embaby, 1978) alter being generalized in such a way that the end

points are left iree. This gives rise to a generalized Euler-Lagrange

differential operator, that is provided with a differential boundary term

(Embaby, 1978) that can lie proved to bo necessary for restoring intrinsic

self adjointness.

Arbitrary functionals containing higher order derivatives, multi-

dimensional dependent as well as independent variables which may or may he

subjected to some integral constraints are considered and the corresponding

generalized Euler-Lagrange differential equations are established.

As a typical example, the Sturm-Liouvilie functional is extremized

and the corresponding generalized Euler-Lagrange differential operator is

extracted and is identified as an intrinsically self adjoint Sturm-Liouville

differential operator.

2. GENERALIZED CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS

The main purpose of this section is to reformulate the calculus of

variations without being restricted to fixed end points representation

(Embaby, 1978). This gives rise to a generalized Euler-Lagrange differential

equation which is provided with a pair of Dirac delta functions that represent,

the usually ignored boundary terra if the end points are kept fixed. The

persistence of such a boundary term is necessary for establishing self adjointness.

Functionals containing higher order derivatives as well as multi-dimensional

dependent and independent, variables which may or may not be subject, to some

integral constraints are extremized by considering the first variation of

arbitrary end points.
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2.1 Extrftinizat ion of iunctionals with arbitrary end points

Let us begin this subset-1. ion by con.siduring the following integra1

functional

II?) - (2.1.U

where y(x) and its derivative y'(x) are assumed to be continuous

V * 6 [x~,x, ] . The task now is to find out the function y(x) that

extremizes the above functional as givsn by Eq. (2.1,1). Evidently» this can

be accompiished by forcing the variation

ZK?) = Ky+Sy) (2.1.2)

to vanish, Expanding the first member of the above equation in terras of the

Taylor theorem, one gets

(2.1.3)

For simplicity, let us keep only the first order variations, namely:

(2.1.4)

which can be written as

(Z> + OD-)^Cv^/fr)J= G (2.1.5)

where

Q - °L

Traditionally, the first member On the right-hand side of the above equation

vanishes in view o£ the usual adoption of some special representation that

keep the two end points fixed, namely:

(2.1.7)

which is similar to that employed historically in the course of extracting

the adjoint of differential operators. In fact, such a special representation

is not only, unnecessarily, too restrictive but also forces the boundary terms

that are responsible for restoring self adjointness to vanish.

In the present section we are going to relax such a restrictive

representation and consider the variation 6y to be arbitrary. From the

previous paper (Morsy, 1986), we can rewrite the first member of Eq. (2.7)

as an integral of the form'

)' F

Therefrom, we can rewrite Eq. (2.6) as

fy { D ^ ( I - -D ) D .] r (*,

(2.1.8)

(2.1.9)

in view of the fact that y is asssimed to be arbitrary. Henceforth, we obtain

the following differential equation (Embaby, 1978):

\
I- D )D '
t K J

(2.1.10)

which represents a generalized version of the well-known Euler-Lagrange

differential equation whose solution, evidently, insures the required

extremization of the functional l(y) as given by Eq. (2.1).

In the following sections we are going to extend our task by allowing

the integral functional to include higher order derivatives and multi-dimensional

dependent variables, which may be subject to integral constraints.

Integrating by parts such dual action term in order to unify the direction of

action, namoiy

'F = f B^f F
(2.1.6)

)- S

in which S(x-x.); i = 0,1 denotes the Dirac delta function.
i

i-
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2 , 2 Higher order cU;r ivaLives

In this respect, the functional which is required to be extremized can

be expressed as

(2.2.1)

The corresponding first order variation reads

(2.2.2)

which can be re-expressed as

(2.2.3)

By virtue of the relation

* c-i

the corresponding Euler-Lagrange differential equation can be explicitly

expressed (Embaby, 1978) as

i •=.

Z c-o a v

2.3 Kulti-dimensional dependent variables

In this respect, the required functional can be expressed as

) (2.3.1)

The first order variation of the above functional reads

(2.3.2)

which can be rewritten as

The corresponding Euler-Lagrange differential equation (Embaby, 1978)

reads

(2.3.

2.A Constraints

In this case let us consider the task of extremizing the simplest functional

which is subject to an integral constraint of the form

(2.4.1)

(2.4.2)

where G(x,y(x), y'(x)) is an arbitrary functional and J is a constant.

Fortunately, such a constrained variational problem can be reduced to

an unconstrained one by virtue of introducing a Lagrange's multiplier X such that

(2.h. 3)

By adding this equation to Eq. (2.4,1), the first order variation of such an

integral functional becomes

SKy) -- Sjefz: [ F C*,^*!,^)) (2 • *
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The r^ from , t.he c o r i o s p u n d i ng geiLu r a l i ^SM! iiu I e r Lag L"anj>t? a i t t r-r^n f i a 1

(limbs by, 1978) becomes

I'D (2.A.5)

It. is to be remarked that t.hu above constrained En lerl,arrange differential

equation differs from t.he corresponding unconstrained one as given by £q. (2.1.1}

by tho fact that the operand of t.he latter, F, is replaced by (F-AG).

Thi.s fact, does not only concern the. above simple case but also is

extendable to any oth^r (inn, particularly tin? cases that have been considered

in t hi* preceding sections.

I- ll 1

(3.3)

where

3. STURM--hlUL;VlLLH PROBLEM

In the preceding section, we iu-vc ref ormu.i at ed the calculus or

vari.nions m such A way that I he end pointt; are left to be arbitrary. This

gave rise to a generalized hluler-Lagrange differential equation that is provided

with a differential boundary term which can be proved to be necessary for restoring

self adjointness.

In this section we are now going Lo generate naturally a ye 11^adjoint

Sturm-Liouviile differential operator employing tho calculus of variations that

has already been generalized in the preceding section.

[n this respect, let us consider the task of varying the traditional

Sturm-Liouvi 1 \ c integral (Courant and liilbert, 195.3).

r j-
-t six)

subject lo t.he integral constraint:

r 2

(3.1)

(3.2)

where y( x ) is a complex coraliituous funct ion ¥ x € [x^f x, 1 and possess

continuous derivatives up to the second ordet". J is kept constant, aci.ordirig

to the fact thai, i he. norm ||y(z)|| is finite since y(z) belongs to the Hilbert

space. Th i z probleni is in fact an isupermet ric problom of the type that has

been cons i df1 rod in sub sec . 2.4.

The rt* from . w+? can replace the constrained var La Li on a 1 probl cms as given

by Eq. O-i) ami ( ~i. 2 ) hy the following unconstrained one, namely:

( 3 .

in which A denotes the l.agrange multiplier. At this point, if we consider

y*(x) is an arbitrary funttion then the corresponding GEL's difleren'ial

equation reads:

\ + ( S - T; ) I--, ] F - o

which by virtue of the defining Kq. (3.A), becomes:

Inspection of this equation reveals the fact: thai the first two

constitute the traditional St urm-i.icuvilie differential operator

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

The third member rcsi.oces t.he se 11-ad jo intness of the first former ones. Tn

other words, the first three members cunsLJtute a hernitized Sturm-Liouvilie

differential operator:

(3.8)

which has been previously established usinf* the. artificial hermit izat ion

procedures (Morsy and Al,i, 197 la,b, 1975; Morsy, 1986 J.

\f> ••

-:•?-

t- -1
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Therefrom, and in spite of the Eact that we started from the traditional

SturmLiouvi lie integral as given by Eq. (3.1), yet vie generate naturally a

herroitized Sturm-Liouvi He differential operator in view of the presence of

the differential boundary term 6r(x) D . The reason behind this is the

ut i l izat ion of the generalized calculus of variations in the sense that the end

points a re kept arbitrary.

Now and before leaving this section, i t is to be noted that the

above treatment can further be extended by considering the following functional:

S(x) U (•* ) ] (2.9)

under the integral constraint:

J" ~ j ' o t V M V f*)
g

This isopermetrlc problem can be reduced, after employing the Dirac notation,

to the scalar product form:

I-JJ = <u\ ) (3.10)

Variation with respect to U* yields an equation which is similar to

Eq. (3,6), while variation with respect to V(x) yields:

^A(y) O + SOr) - Q (3.11)

This equation represents the mirror image of Eq. (3.6), where the associated

differential operator:

• =. 3 - Q
SL *

can be proved to be self-adjoint by itself.

(3.12)
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A. CONCLUSION

In the present paper, it has been shown that it is possible to generate

differential operators that are intrinsically self-adjoint by employing the

calculus of variations after being generalized in such a way that end points,

which are traditionally kept fixed, are left to be arbitrary. This gave rise to

a generalized Euler-Lagrange differential operator that is provided with a

differential boundary term. The presence of such boundary term is necessary

for restoring intrinsic self adjointness.

In this frame, functionals containing higher order derivatives, multi-

dimensional dependent variables, multi-dimensional independent variables and

integral constraints have been extremized.

As a consequence, it has been possible to generate a Sturm-Liouville

differential operator that is intrinsically self-adjoint, independently of any

representation.

It turns out, that this generalized variational approach can he exploited

further, to establish an intrinsically self-adjoint Schrodinger differential

operator (Morsy and Embahy, 1986).
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